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AlphaMCS Database Compressed Backup Solution 
 

 In an effort to improve the way the AlphaMCS database is shipped to MCOs, AlphaCM has 
chosen to replace log-shipping with a compressed backup solution.  The process works by creating 
a compressed backup each morning and placing a BAK file in the respective MCO FTP directory.  
This is done at 3:00 am, so that results from adjudication and other nightly processes will be 
included.  The process generally takes 20 to 30 minutes to complete, so the MCO portion to 
retrieve and restore the backup file should start no earlier than 3:30 am.  To accomplish this task, 
please follow the steps below. 

 

Retrieve the BAK file from the FTP db_backup folder directory into your local file system.  

1. Create folder C:\AlphaMCS\upload_test' and C:\AlphaMCS\download_test’ on your server 
that SecureFX will be installed. 

2. Install SecureFX 

3. Setup new connection to ftp.alphamcs.com named AlphaMCS_log and point db_logs_test 
folder in the out\database directory. 

4. Create .bat file that contains: sfxcl /DefaultType binary /NoPrompt /Q /QuickSync " 
“C:\AlphaMCS\download_test" "alphamcs_log" "/out/db_backup"  mirror-remote 

5. If you change the directory paths or names you have to change that in the script above and 
in the SQL script below.  

6. Schedule job to run .bat file using your preferred method.  

 

Restore using the script below 

1) Please find the asp_restore_from_backup.sql script in the included zip file. Run this script in 
the MASTER database. It will create a stored procedure as shown below. 
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Please be aware that when this procedure is run, it will kick out all active connections to the 
database, and perform a full restore which will overwrite your existing database.  This includes 
any views or procedures that have been created to supplement the MCS database. 

 

2) Before running, A few edits need to be made to the script and are documented in the 
comments below 

 
 
USE [master] 
GO 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
-- ============================================================================= 
-- Author:  AlphaCM 
-- Create date:   9.13.2013 
-- Description: Restore a database from a bak file 
-- NOTE: This will overwrite the current database, which includes stored procedures 
-- This will need to be executed in the Master database (i.e., System Databases > 
Master) 
-- The following variables should be modified to match the current configuration: 
  -- @db_name 
  -- @root_path 
-- ============================================================================= 
ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[asp_restore_from_backup] 
AS 
BEGIN 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
   
DECLARE @db_name SYSNAME 
-- Change to the name of your local database instance 
SET @db_name = 'ALPHAMCS' 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------- 
------------ Kill Active Connections --------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
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DECLARE @sp_id INT 
 
SELECT @sp_id = MIN(spid)  
FROM master.dbo.sysprocesses  
WHERE [dbid] = DB_ID(@db_name) 
 
WHILE @sp_id IS NOT NULL 
BEGIN 
 EXECUTE ('Kill ' + @sp_id)         
 SELECT @sp_id = MIN(spid)  
 FROM master.dbo.sysprocesses  
 WHERE [dbid] = DB_ID(@db_name) AND spid > @sp_id 
END 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------- Restore Database ------------------ 
---------------------------------------------------- 
 
DECLARE @root_path VARCHAR(100) -- Path where the bak file resides 
DECLARE @file_name VARCHAR(50) -- Name of the bak file 
DECLARE @full_path VARCHAR(150)  -- Full file path 
 
-- CHANGE THIS TO THE LOCAL PATH WERE THE BAK FILE RESIDES 
-- Make sure the trailing \ remains 
SET @root_path = '\\192.168.165.16\MCS_Folders\1000\out\db_backup\' 
 
-- Get the most recent bak file from the directory above 
DECLARE @shellcmd NVARCHAR(4000) 
CREATE TABLE #files (file_nm VARCHAR(250)) 
SELECT @shellcmd = 'DIR /B ' + @root_path + '*.bak' 
 
INSERT INTO #files EXEC master..xp_cmdshell @shellcmd 
DELETE #files WHERE file_nm IS NULL 
DELETE #files WHERE file_nm NOT LIKE '%.%' 
 
SET @file_name = (SELECT TOP 1 file_nm FROM #files ORDER BY file_nm DESC) 
 
DROP TABLE #files 
 
-- Restore if the file name is valid 
IF RIGHT(@file_name, 3) = 'bak' 
BEGIN 
 SET @full_path = @root_path + @file_name 
 
 RESTORE DATABASE @db_name FROM DISK = @full_path WITH REPLACE 
END 
 
END 

When ready to implement this solution, please contact AlphaCM support.  Prior to making 
the transition, log-shipping will need to be disabled on the AlphaCM side, as well as the 
MCO side.  Once this is complete, the backup process will be turned on to run nightly. 

 


